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Abstract. Contemporary tools support new ways to mediate ritual
practices such that they are collaborative, inclusive and shared via digital
devices. This research presents an interaction framework that can be used
for the development of music rituals mediated by digital devices, and a
proof-of-concept software entitled Sttera. It starts from the relationship
that performers have with space, the embodied activity of making music
and the concept of musicking. For the development of the proof-ofconcept, cloud computing technologies are used to establish
communication between participants as well as machine learning (ML) for
audio detection and orchestration. The aim of this research was to design
a platform and interaction model that could mediate and enhance the
establishment of musical rituals without affecting the participants’ sense
of presence in the performative space.
Keywords: Music ritual, audio recognition and learning, orchestration,
software-based mediation.
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Introduction

Rituals are intertwined with culture. Whatever the ritualistic practice
and irrespective of format and context, it is always loaded with representative
and contextual meaning. As put by Couldry (2005), the term ritual inevitably
brings with it religious legacies, offering a certain polysemy given the plurality
of interpretation. Starting from Turner’s comprehensive and conceptual position
(1969, p. 96), ritual can be defined as “a moment in and out of secular social
structure, which reveals, however fleetingly, some recognition (in symbol if not
always in language) of a generalized social bond that has ceased to be and has
simultaneously yet to be fragmented into a multiplicity of structural ties”. In
ritual we encounter an inherent relationship between the subjectivity of each
participant’s experience and their contextual place in a group. The search for
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such a moment, as well as its recognition, is made up of diverse relations such
as the space in which the person is situated and how this relates to its history.
Such abstract relationships can be promoted by various modalities such as dance
and music, often as territorial and site-specific practices (Wiflihani et al. 2019).
Music has been present in ritual practices for as long as we have
evidence (Trehub et al. 2015). It is often the strongest component of connection
between people, and even promoted the development of instruments such as the
lyra (Dawe 2007, in Bates 2012, p. 368). Existing through sound sculpted by
space, music rituals – being in themselves a social practice embedded in culture,
where playing is often the main goal – end up being a phenomenon embodied
by those present. The present research explores this practice, the music ritual,
in which humans come together as a group to perform and listen to certain
musical structures that connect to a culture dear to them, representing and
exploring certain cultural meanings and signs that can only be experienced
through relationships (Penha 2019; Benjamin 2015).
Leveraging contemporary technological tools and functionalities, we
present a framework that promotes and allows for the performance of music
rituals, seeking to stimulate the sonic specificities of different instruments. As a
proof-of-concept, a software that uses ML and audio recognition capable of
orchestrating digital devices using the cloud is presented. Named Sttera, the
system is able to detect, learn and play audio on various digital devices present
at the ritual, as well as to define when to play them through a customised
orchestration system. The system is able to learn how to detect various sound
sources with different acoustic properties and it allows them to be used as trigger
to control playback (e.g., by an audience). The same can be done in a concert
hall with a group of people or, given the nature of the web, in several different
locations around the world. The system learns to identify audio segments – the
default length being two seconds – and whenever the microphone detects them
it creates an impulse stream to other connected devices. The ritual members,
who possess playback devices, have a passive role, and they are connected to
the musicking process as listeners, spatialising the musical gesture.
Using web-based tools (Smilkov et al. 2019), the contribution of this
research is that it augments and mediates the ritual practice, such that it is
collaborative, inclusive and democratically shared via digital devices.

2

Music Ritual and Contemporaneity

Given the connection that ritual has with context, there is a strong
need to understand it as a historical practice. Ancestral practices – for example,
the ritual of tea carried by the Zen Buddhists, where they gather before the
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image of Bodhi Dharma and drink out of a single bowl with the profound
formality of a holy sacrament (Okakura 1906) – are inaccessible to those who
do not exist in that specific place, as well as to those who do not share a certain
way of seeing the world. However, many ritual practices are inclusive, even
promoting the insertion of audiences in the performance itself. Ritual is a
performative temporal activity; it is something that must be developed over
time, even if the ritual is performed by a single musician. This is directly related
to the fact that music itself can only be understood in time. In music ritual, we
endow elements such as the human voice and acoustic instruments with intrinsic
meaning (Staal 2007), and we adopt various forms of participation. Small (1998)
contended that music rituals exist as a performative art best defined by the
term musicking, because the act of participating in performance is such an
important element of the ritual.1
What music ritual performance means to those who practice it is
multifaceted. Although music rituals have been present since the beginning of
human communication, the performance of a musical ritual is necessarily
contemporary, translating the tastes and choices of both the musician and the
group, and fostering a subjective understanding of each other (Keil 1966).

3

Media-based Rituals and their Anthropology

The way we interact with each other as a social group in contemporary
society is significantly different from previous centuries (Bryant and Peck 2006).
The way we perceive the world and relate to things is also, in itself, a changing
characteristic. One of the most important mechanisms of our life as members of
a group is communication; it is from this interaction that we are able to make
art, and to engage in the rituals surrounding artworks (Kádár 2013). With the
polyvalence of interpersonal ties that can be established on the basis of the
methods of communication existing in the twenty-first century, the concept of
ritual takes on new dimensions, even if historically adapted and corresponding
to canons established before the appearance of digital media and the internet.
It is no longer common to have ritualistic moments of deep reflection, something
that may also be linked to the speed and freneticism of current technology.
Nevertheless, technology often plays an active role in moments of reflection
where they do exist. Often, even if we have an especially transcendent moment
in our daily lives, we tend to focus only on the digital object that allows it to
1

Small (1998, p. 9) defines that to music is “to take part, in any capacity in a musical
performance, whether by performing, by listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by
providing material for the performance (what is called composing), or by dancing”.
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exist within social-media relationships, moving our mental relationship away
from the experience and corporeality of a group action in physical space
(Rothenbuhler and Coman 2005).
With the term media rituals (Couldry 2002), we can refer to “the whole
range of situations where media themselves stand in for something wider,
something to do with the fundamental organizational level on which we are, or
imagine ourselves to be, connected as members” (Couldry 2005, p. 3).
Globalisation and the large number of news sources we have access to nowadays,
empowered by the most varied methods of automation in social media, redefines
our conscious experience as members of society. Online communication, and the
associated exchange of symbols and experiences, may also be thought of as a
form of ritual. It may redefine part of the cultural meaning of ritual and the
often necessarily site-specific participation of several people, for example when
playing instruments. Digital devices are not just a means of connection between
people, a way to access something different while keeping us physically in the
same space; they are a space of existence in their own right (Herrera 2007).
They engender a second world in which we live and in which we develop specific
rituals, fostered by their poetic specificities, with which we can identify and
develop specific behaviors. Using digital devices individualises ritual, even if
from a behavioural point of view it shows richer dynamics (Wojtkowiak 2018).
It undoubtedly expands the significance that humans can give to other types of
objects and their use, however it loses the physical interpersonal relationship
and it attenuates the vibrancy present in a ritual around a campfire, for
instance, or inside a temple with other people around us.
Taking for granted that digital technologies and the enormous flow of
information we exchange between ourselves will continue, we might start
thinking about how we can use such infrastructure to promote a symbiosis with
the plural musical ritual and its physical format in space (Small 1995).
Respecting the place that technology has in our daily lives and in our continuous
relationship with history and the act of musicking – often in centuries-old
formats – we come across an immense possibility for expression empowered by
the digital and the need to interconnect it with innovative forms of application
(Salazar et al. 2018).

4

Promoting Musical Ritual from Contemporary Media

Digital media often mediate the very meaning of the things that happen
in everyday life (Lievrouw 2009). Even if the media ritual does not exist as an
event in its own right, the various media we use can reshape the way we look
at the world, with both positive and negative effects. By simulating musical
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practice and ritual in both physical and virtual space, we can raise questions
such as: how can a digital device exist as a bridge between humans, granting
the organisation of interaction structures in space, allowing the development of
musical rituals to happen in that same space?
The specific focus of the present research concerns how digital
infrastructure can be applied to physical musical ritual, how this happens, and
what the promotion of these methods actually means. A context-agnostic
position of music is used, and it is from here that we propose to develop an
interaction framework between digital elements and the participants, treating
them as nodes in a connection graph (Wellman 2001). The number of
instruments used in a given music ritual is potentially very large, and this could
become a problem for even the most sophisticated computer systems (Kazakos
et al. 2021). However, with the approach taken here, the digital platform is not
taken to be the place where musicians will enact the ritual virtually, but rather
provides the means for the ritual to happen in physical space. Mobile devices
come to be treated as resonant machines, and are the physical point of
connection between people sharing the ritual in another location. The present
research is grounded upon Small’s definition of musicking (1998) as an inclusive
multimodal performance, and takes into account the different cultural positions
that musicking can afford among diverse cultures, with a specific focus on digital
devices as a platform for connecting participants. We consider that media rituals
are important given their pervasiveness (Payne 2009), but in this work they do
not supplant the classical mode of performing in physical spaces.

5 An AI-based Element Framework for the Promotion
of Musical Rituals
Musical ritual occurs through sound. It is possible to take advantage of
new developments in audio representation and artificial intelligence (AI) to
address problems such as the reconstruction of different types of instruments
used in rituals on a digital platform (Grierson et al. 2019), just as it is possible
to use the speed of communication established by web channels as a vehicle for
near-instant transmission (Jia et al. 2018).
As a starting point for a model of interaction in music rituals, the
framework proposed here takes as its context at least two people in different
physical spaces who have the goal of performing a music ritual in both
synchronous and asynchronous communication (Fig. 1). We furthermore assume
that each of the performers has their physical instrument as a sound source in
space, and a digital device to use as a link between them. A remote server is
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also used, to provide the tools necessary to transmit and manipulate data
(Raschka 2015). From here, the flow of information takes place after learning,
analysing and detecting audio using the microphones of each of the performers’
devices. We use the capacity of digital sound representation and its transmission
between machines to be able to send signals considered to be significant between
participants (McCallum and Grierson 2020).

Figure 1. Proposed AI-based music ritual interaction framework.

Since there are two or more separate performers, each with their own
instrument and interface, it becomes necessary to choose and define which are
the important signals to transmit. These are defined relative to the performers,
based on an audio stream analysis that is capable of perceiving patterns in the
incoming data; in Fig. 1 this is described as machine listening. In real time, as
the performers play, the devices start and maintain the information-processing
chain. From here, and using AI for signal classification (Choi et al. 2017), we
can detect and/or train a new audio model, so that whenever the system detects
a certain sound, it sends signals to the receiver. This form of communication is
bidirectional, and allows audio playback whenever an impulse is received, so
that each device can not only listen, but also play (Biasutti 2015).
This approach is extensible, both for multiple performers and multiple
audiences.2 Allowing the interfaces to play audio files means that in addition to
performers getting a rhythmic sense of what is happening elsewhere, they will
also hear some musical material through the device. However, in the proposed
framework, there is not constant audio streaming from one performer to other.
Rather, what the framework tries to do is to find a robust way to learn certain
musical gestures in time, and asynchronously transmit them to other members

2

In cases where there is an audience wanting to participate in the ritual, they should be
able to connect to the systems as a receiver, functioning only as a reproduction device
in space.
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of the ritual in real time, so that they can acknowledge and react to what is
happening. This also allows for the transformation of interfaces into resonant
objects if users so wish. Nevertheless, the main goal of a platform implementing
this framework is simply to send impulses from one place to another quickly
(see Robaszkiewicz and Schnell 2015).
Again, the reason for building an interface with these characteristics
comes from the fact that many people who are in different spaces may want to
perform a ritual together. It allows an ecological democratisation of musical
practice, and above all it can connect different people in different locations
(Clarke and Doffman 2017). Such a system might not make as much sense if
used in the same room only by the performers, but it is possible to extend the
act of musicking from one location to another if the infrastructure allows it, or
even to fill a room with people mixing their devices with the performers’
instruments in the acoustic space (Siddall and Waterman 2020).

6

Sttera: A Music Ritual Platform

Starting from the proposed framework of music rituals in Fig. 1, a
platform was developed as proof-of-concept of the desired communication. Using
the web, the largest communication space between humans nowadays (Sarhan
and Gawdan 2018), Sttera, software that allows the detection, learning, analysis
and orchestration of digital devices in the browser, was developed. It contains
the necessary functionalities for performers to be able to communicate with each
other, taking into account interaction and the specifics regarding sound and its
representation. Building upon the various points listed in the proposed
framework, Sttera: i) can automatically structure multiple connections between
devices spread around the world, offering the possibility to define their
interactions in different rituals and allowing them to interoperate with each
other and create communication stations independently; ii) can analyse, learn,
play, orchestrate and detect audio signals, given the plurality of instruments or
unusual sound sources used in ritual contexts; and iii) can be used in a
distributed and pervasive way given the capacity of cloud connections,
promoting the integration of various participants in the ritual of both listening
and playing music.
In developing Sttera, we encountered distinct problems that are often
the subject of specific research, e.g., displaced interaction (Arandas et al. 2019)
and multi-platform audio reproduction (Mason et al. 2015). This motivated our
choice to use web technologies and focus on one of today’s most relevant digital
spaces: the browser (Taivalsaari and Mikkonen 2011). Browser-based software
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already supports the application of ML in order quickly to solve problems
related to the detection of instruments, and it offers the possibility of quickly
training models in different acoustic contexts (Magnusson and Mendieta 2007).
The several additional functionalities of Sttera were developed taking into
account the different elements of the framework, and will be described in detail
in the next sections.

Figure 2. Sttera’s user interface, composed of several panels and interaction elements
that allow the exploration of its features. Presented in the display are elements such as
audio spectrograms, buffer segmentation and multiple buttons that relate to the ritual’s
setup.

6.1

General Features of the Platform

Web technologies are endowed with both obstacles and opportunities
(Adedugbe 2020) that are important to consider when developing a platform
that involves collaboration (Lind and McPherson 2017). The availability and
accessibility of Sttera on mobile devices is also important given their ubiquity,
quality of network technologies and multimedia playback capabilities (Clément
et al. 2016). From the multiplicity of devices that ritual participants may have,
browsers are the most readily available cross-platform solution. A browser-based
solution melds with Sttera’s other main features, namely: i) a custom server
hosted in the cloud, as a virtual connection centre; ii) the possibility to capture
and play audio, as well as the application of ML and spectral analysis as
recognition of what happens in space; iii) file and data management, allowing
the recording of ML models for future reuse; iv) the orchestration of connected
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devices via scheduling; and v) a multi-panel GUI mediating both server and
device functionalities.

6.2

Architecture and Cloud Processing

The platform architecture developed is server-based (Arkko 2020) with
a modular information stream. Established in Heroku (as in Muñoz-Lago et al.
2020) it is built on top of Flask (Grinberg 2018), a library that has been used
previously in projects whose goals intersect with the present research, such as
audio visualization (Pauwels and Sandler 2018), the AcousticBrainz project
(Porter et al. 2015) and ML training systems (Yeager et al. 2015). For two-way
communication the SocketIO library is used (as in Schlangen et al. 2018), and
is bridged to Amazon AWS S3 services to download or upload trained models
(Zadka 2019). In this proof-of-concept the server does not undertake any audio
signal processing, being used only for the management of connections between
devices. As shown in Fig. 2, the user interface has a set of graphical control
elements that define the features to be used by the performer. In order to have
access to all of Sttera’s functionality it is necessary to use the system from a
device with a screen with sufficient pixels, such as laptops or tablets. The
interface uses native browser technology, both javascript and HTML. The way
the various elements communicate with each other is depicted in Fig. 3, where
the Heroku server takes the place of the cloud service in the framework diagram
and the Sttera instances (depicted in orange) simulate connections of the
performers to the cloud. The edge devices can communicate with each other via
the server and are divided as controllers and receivers to make a distinction
between the devices that have full functionality and those that only play audio.

6.3

Audio Analysis and Supervised Transfer Learning

While establishing successful connections between devices, one of the
most important elements of the proposed framework is robust audio recognition.
Building on the immense number of spaces in which musical rituals can take
place, sound analysis and recognition has to occur consistently and using the
technologies described. The software must be able to capture and recognise
instruments with totally different physical properties as well as in multiple
reverberant spaces (see Oliveros 2007). Using browser features, the application
of spectral analysis and description techniques has already been applied
(Thompson et al., 2017; Jillings 2016; Rawlinson et al. 2015); there is also the
opportunity to apply neural networks without a prohibitive computational cost
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and with quite reliable results (Zbyszyński et al. 2017). The tensorflowjs library
(Smilkov et al. 2019) is used and models are trained in the browser through
transfer learning on top of the SpeechCommands model (Warden 2018). It is
possible quickly to record seconds of a specific sound, assign them to a label,
e.g., piano, and use them directly for instrument detection.

Figure 3. Diagram of communication between the platforms that are used in the proofof-concept. The Heroku server, in peach, is the point of access to the cloud service; and
below in orange are the various Sttera instances belonging to different participants in
the ritual. Yellow depicts Amazon connections, a separate Heroku database service and
the official code repository of the project through GitHub.3

All of this is done using the internally recognised microphone and
optimised for fast usage inspired by the Teachable Machines project (Carney et
al. 2020). Successful detection works probabilistically and by means of the type
of trained model, which is built on the basis of the number of recorded examples.
These functionalities are all executed without leaving the same web page, where
we control the audio input, define examples to train the model, train and
instantiate the model. The detection of a recognised stimulus is the starting
point for triggering a transmission to another instance of Sttera.

6.4

Signal Transmission and Mapping

When there is a successful detection by the system, an impulse is
transmitted to the remaining connected devices. This impulse is mediated by
the server and is received by the other performers who are present. When
conducting an experiment with more than two people, it is also possible to use
3

https://github.com/luisArandas/xperimus.
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Sttera’s user-allocation mechanism for customised establishment of groups. This
is done on a server-based identification, which allows the system to be scaled
while maintaining some control. The transmission is lightweight, and little
scalar data is sent, so it is fast and effective after detection. When the devices
are used for playback, the material they will play has to be established
beforehand, and the correspondence between transmitted signals and audio files
to play is defined by a specific mapping.
Signal transmission allows performers to have contact with each other.
It allows them to receive sets of impulses in time that can be used for a variety
of multimedia playbacks. However, when a performance is collaborative, it is
essential for the various participants to be able to hear each other. This does
not happen directly in the proposed framework nor in Sttera. Rather, Sttera
supports an extension of the musical gesture – and in turn the phenomenon of
ritual – mediated by computational processes (Bishop 2018).4 In order to give
meaning to this set of impulses, and as mentioned before, it is possible to use
the receiver devices as sound-reproducing machines in space. This can be done
from previously transmitted audio files or from procedural generation using web
audio. We can upload several files at the same time, and they will automatically
be decoded to be sent by sockets. There is the possibility to map each detection
label to a specific file or part of it, which specific part of the buffer is also
automatically sent to the desired devices, making each impulse serve as a trigger
for a specific sound. In this way impulses are not only sent from one performer
to the other, but those same impulses reproduce musical material. The
performer has an extension from one physical space to another, reproduced for
another performer who may or may not relate directly to what is happening.
The possibility of procedurally generating audio on the various devices
comes with a vast range of potential future applications when it comes to the
playback of musical material using mobile phones and the browser (Correya et
al. 2020). Also implemented in Sttera is a way to inject code into the devices’
AudioWorklet and generate audio in a functional way using the FAUST
programming language (Letz et al. 2015, 2017). This approach supports rapid
prototyping and simulation of specific instruments that use the various impulses
as a starting point. In the future, a code editor (as in Rietveld and Hoekstra
2013) could be embedded in the interface shown in Fig. 2; however, at the
moment, a mapping from code blocks to the detection labels is not present, and
demonstrates possible future work.
The interaction with the platform during the ritual happens through
sound, and the machine tries to interpret the data while the performer plays.
4

For research related to constant streaming in collaborative interfaces see Wozniewski
et al. (2008).
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The choice of material that the devices will play is up to each group and each
ritual, and it is possible to have the devices play audio files that represent the
instrument being played in the space, as well as any other kind of musical
content, offering considerable freedom to the performers (Buffa and Lebrun
2017).

6.5

Device Orchestration and Spatial Arrangement

From the way the server identifies each established connection to
Sttera, it is possible to control each one independently. This allows a possible
customisation of the space and experimentation with the position of the
members during the ritual. When there are more than two participants, we can
not only choose what each detection plays on each device but also which one
will play what. As a simple prototype, after the devices have received the
material they are supposed to play, they do not all play at the same time, but
in an ordered way according to the desired aesthetic experience. It is possible
to make rhythmic sequences and to orchestrate what is intended to be played
on the devices, as well as to disperse the participants in the space where they
are located. Whether it is a performance hall or a cathedral, spatiality can
eventually promote inclusion (Mitchusson and Allison 2018) and ultimately
foster an experience that appropriates the device as a physical sound object
(Bown et al. 2015).

6.6

Proof-of-Concept Usage Example

In order to introduce an example of the use of Sttera, a ritual setup is
proposed to strengthen the relationship between its technical features and the
underlying framework. A ritual scenario is constructed in which three
performers play three different instruments – a piano, a marimba and a conga
– and have a laptop with them in the space as well. Running on this laptop is
an instance of Sttera, in which a new ML model was trained with small examples
of each instrument, each one having a label with its name. The system is active,
with the microphone on and making predictions on the basis of what the
performers play. When a detection is successful, the system sends impulses
through the cloud server, shown in Fig. 4 as impulse matrix, where a signal
selection is made. Each impulse is sent directly to the other Sttera instances in
receiver mode connected to the platform, depicted as mobile devices. In the
receiving devices, each impulse is mapped into an audio file5 which must also
5

Only one is used in this simplified example.
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be sent in advance, and which is played whenever it receives an impulse using
the built-in speakers.

Figure 4. Proposed example of the use of Sttera in the context of musical ritual.

This example of interaction between performers demonstrates a possible
and fast application of the software in a ritual context. It is also possible, in
case any of the participants has the possibility to control the laptop, to change
the audio files that are active in the mobile phones. For that, it is necessary to
have some precision and control of the interface, though this need not be in the
form of sending audio buffers in real time to the participants.

6.7 Possible Future Evaluations and their Approach
Following the proposal of a new framework and its proof-of-concept, it
is also necessary to discuss the type of evaluation that should be employed (e.g.,
Wiggins et al. 1993). Given the multimodal nature of the experiences that
rituals can have, such as a ritual in which dance is present or in a place where
the internet is not available, we should question what in fact is our object of
study to validate the application of such a system. From here we propose three
types of approach. One would be to build on top of the theory of music
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anthropology (see Merriam 1964),6 where social behavior and its contextual
specificities are fundamental to understanding the phenomenon of music ritual.
A possible application of this approach is to bring together a specialist in a
particular ritual, try to integrate the potential of the system described here with
his/her approval, perform the ritual, and try to understand if it still has the
same intrinsic meaning it normally has. This kind of investigation can be
undertaken iteratively and may even result in knowledge fostering future
investigations. We would not only be validating the performance of the system
as an asset, but also seeking a heuristic validation from one or more people who
consider a certain practice as their own.
A second approach would be to focus on the system and the items that
are required to be captured in a given ritual, whether musical instruments or
otherwise. Carrying out research that focuses on the type of system and how it
can amplify the performative act may also help to understand how we are able
to capture a certain characteristic. For example, the act of moving a certain
object, not because of its sonic result but because of the meaning it may have
in a group, is something that may not be able to be done with simple
microphones. Focusing on a specific characteristic a given instrument may have,
we must first identify a definition of what it is to perform a certain part of the
ritual, clearly state what standards we use to evaluate how the system captures
that part, and test the system in ritual against those same standards.7 This type
of study requires a longitudinal design that gathers knowledge regarding the
specific AI/network system and the type of practice we are trying to capture.
The third approach is to focus on the people who experience the ritual
we are considering. To try to understand fundamentally what they think is
necessary for those who have never practiced it to relate minimally to its origin
and value. For this, a qualitative approach will certainly be necessary, involving
interactions in the specific spaces in which it takes place. This will help
understand the behaviour that leads to making that specific music; what it tells
us; in what way it happens in space; if it is something that does not rely on the
interaction between people; if music is just one of many elements; what is the
place of the passive listener; and how an intelligent system could comply with
and perhaps extend such practice. It should take into account the digital literacy
of the audience in our case study, since the use of digital devices can be
something rather alien, and what we always want to preserve is the often

6

In this text, the author argues that ethnomusicology cannot separate the sound-analysis
of music from its cultural context (Merriam 1964, p. 8).
7
These three steps, from identification to testing, represent a triangular relationship
between events in the research process similar to the approach of the standardized
procedure for evaluating creative systems (SPECS) framework (Jordanous 2012).
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somewhat pre-established relationship of the subject with the given ritual (see
Graber and Sumera 2020).
We do not believe that it is possible completely to assess our framework
by taking into account only one study focused solely on the musical material,
nor do we believe that adding more and more features to a system like ours
might tackle the specificities of all possible rituals. We believe that the three
proposals made here would help to create future research frameworks that are
grounded in the validation of a person who is fundamentally part of the ritual.
Trying to integrate technologies of a certain nature in a context where they do
not exist is an elusive approach, and we can only generate knowledge of what
is happening after a sincere validation by someone who treats a certain practice
as their own. It might be difficult to compare it with other systems previously
proposed since we will end up narrowing our object of study in the capacity
that it has to execute a certain task, intelligently or not – the distancing from
what it actually means to perform a ritual in context does not benefit the type
of understanding discussed here. We should build our understanding of a social
phenomenon by always taking into account what the agents of that same
phenomenon consider about it, about themselves as they practice it, and about
what defines it – from objects to concepts. Software should follow this, as well
as never breaking pre-existing types of relationship. It should try to show new
forms of interaction in different practices, however classical they may be, and
should coexist with extant relationships in a healthy way. The type of study
should always build upon this premise, and this interdisciplinary proposition
has the potential to bring diversity to the study and the development of musical
systems.

7

Discussion and Future Work

For a richly collaborative music performance, it is necessary that
participants are clearly able to interact with each other. The felt vibration in
the physical space, as well as the embodiment manifested by those present, is
something that is part of the nature of performance and ritual, and no matter
how many different media we may have mediating a given event, the feeling of
presence remains fundamental. The identification and sharing that one person
has with another is special when they share the physical space, and this is
difficult to simulate in digital media. Nevertheless, digital media can promote
some forms of sharing and allow kilometres of distance to be neutralised using
web applications, even though one form of connection does not replace the other
(Lindgren 2017). The present research starts from premises that build upon
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classical views of ritual, and adopts Small’s (1998) definition of the act of
musicking, and also relies on his anthropological view of the phenomenon of
performing, listening to and participating in musical rituals. These premises
point to activities that have characteristics that are sometimes completely
different from communication mediated by networks and algorithms (Frosh
2019).
In mediated interactions the relationship with space can be lost because,
through the manipulation of attention, we focus only on the virtual processes
that allow us to communicate. But, with the support of the proposed framework
and its proof-of-concept implementation, digital communication technologies do
not need to be completely excluded from physical ritual (Malloch and
Wanderley 2017). Indeed, if the digital infrastructure is deployed in a
noninvasive way and primarily used to establish contact between people, it can
enhance the performance of the ritual. Importantly, the connection is not being
approached as a virtual ritual space itself. We establish a structure of
interaction by taking advantage of the cloud as a bridge, which allows for the
inclusion of different people in different spaces. We use the facility of the web,
as well as contemporary sound detection and analysis tools, as a starting point
for embodied communication to happen between people (Akoumianakis et al.
2008).
As future work it is possible to propose an extension of the framework
as well as to raise different tests of the proof-of-concept. For example, (i) we
can focus on specificities of the medium and perform quantitative tests on
network fidelity and data transmission between people; ii) we can correlate ML
models on certain sound sources and their prediction; and iii) we can develop
specific spatial languages and apply them in a given ritual. But it is also possible
to stress-test the proposed framework in order to try to provide a better
experience and to try to understand what kind of technologies we can adopt
and apply in the context of musical rituals, which would help the physical
experience of the musicians and audience members (Hagman 2005). We could
further explore the way users identify with the interface, to determine whether
it is relevant or whether it acts as a distraction that takes them away from the
ritual. Different participants relate differently to technology and because no
specific musical ritual is targeted, there is considerable openness in potential
applications of Sttera. The functionalities of the system encourage this freedom,
training models in a fast and adaptable way so that the system is not tied to a
specific instrument and affording the possibility to make and work with different
groups of people within the system, so that several rituals happen at the same
time without affecting each other.
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Conclusion

This article has presented research into music ritual and its performance
supported by digital media, on what it means as historical action, and how it
can happen in physical space mediated by contemporary devices and
technologies. A framework for the development of platforms that promote the
performance of musical rituals with several participants was proposed and
described, along with a software system named Sttera that offers a proof-ofconcept. By means of the necessary functionalities and the various elements of
the framework, it is argued that it is possible to develop a platform that
maintains the embodied act of practicing musical rituals, supported by the
mediation of a cloud-based network, ML and interaction models that facilitate
the orchestration of devices by performers and other participants in musical
rituals.
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